Compressively Sampled Two-Dimensional Infrared Spectroscopy That Preserves Line Shape Information.
Two-dimensional infrared (2D IR) spectroscopy is a powerful tool to investigate molecular structures and dynamics on femtosecond to picosecond time scales and is applied to diverse systems. Current technologies allow for the acquisition of a single 2D IR spectrum in a few tens of milliseconds using a pulse shaper and an array detector, but demanding applications require spectra for many waiting times and involve considerable signal averaging, resulting in data acquisition times that can be many days or weeks of laboratory measurement time. Using compressive sampling, we show that we can reduce the time for collection of a 2D IR data set in a particularly demanding application from 8 to 2 days, a factor of 4×, without changing the apparatus and while accurately reproducing the line-shape information that is most relevant to this application. This result is a potent example of the potential of compressive sampling to enable challenging new applications of 2D IR.